International wooden sculpture festival
Culture and Recreation park “Mežaparks”, Riga, Latvia
REGULATION

I. General Provisions
1. The International Wooden Sculpture Festival (hereinafter “the Festival”) is organized by Riga
City municipal enterprise SIA “Rīgas meži” (hereinafter “the Organizer”) and will be
held from May 10-20, 2017 in Culture and Recreation park “Mežaparks”, Riga, Latvia.
2. The objective of the Festival is to expand and diversify opportunities for recreation and
entertainment in the city park, as well as to enhance international cultural exchange and
introduce world’s latest trends of professional environmental wood art.
3. The Festival theme: “Mežaparks - the green heart of Riga” (see Annex 2 for more
information about park).
4. Local and foreign sculptors will create large-scale wooden sculptures on topic “Mežaparks the green heart of Riga” at the Green Theatre of "Mežaparks" during the Festival. Park's
visitors will be allowed to observe sculpture creation process free of charge. At the end of the
Festival, the sculptures will be set in the territory of "Mežaparks" thus becoming a long-term
environmental objects available for viewing for all visitors of "Mežaparks" free of charge.
5. Latvian and foreign sculptors and craftsmen, experienced in woodworks, are welcome to
participate in the Festival.
6. The announcement of the Festival and Regulation is published on the website
www.rigasmezi.lv.
7. This Regulation sets out the regulatory path for application procedure, evaluation of
applications and determines the schedule of the Festival. According to this Regulation, all
works of authorship made during the Festival will be bought from authors and exposed in the
park.
II. Course of the Festival, evaluation of works and provision.
8. The Festival contest includes two phases:
8.1. I phase: Wooden Sculpture Sketch Competition (January 27, 2017 – February 28,
2017). Till February 28, 2017 artists submit their sketches of proposed wooden sculpture.
Till March 8, 2017 Competition jury selects 7 (seven) authors of the best sketches, who
authors acquire the right to participate in the International wooden sculpture festival (II
phase), signing a special agreement with organizers.
8.2. II phase: The participation in the International wooden sculpture festival and
creating a wooden sculpture (May 10-20, 2017). Seven artists selected at the end of the
first phase create a wooden sculpture (or sculptural group) using 1 to 3 wood logs.
9. The submitted competition sketches will be evaluated by the Festival Jury, consisting of 5 Jury
members.
10. The best sketches will be selected in the Wooden Sculptures Festival sketch competition by the
Jury, which considers the following evaluation criteria:

No.

Sketch evaluation criteria

Maximum
amount of
points within
one criteria
1

25

1.

Reflection of a topic

2.

Creativity
Technical solution, use of auxiliary materials (light elements,
stones), installation complexity

25

Possibility for a person to integrate into sculpture
Maximum amount of points within all criteria:

25
100

3.
4.

25

11. The following requirements must be met when drawing up a sketch and creating a
sculpture:
11.1. at least one of conditions below must fulfil:
11.1.1. A natural or minimally processed granite stone must be
integrated into sculpture (stone dimensions must be indicated in
the application form);
11.1.2. Accent lighting must be incorporated into sculpture as a visual
addition for the dark period of the day. The desirable light effect
must be shown in the sketch. Technical light solutions will be
designed together with the Organizer’s light specialist. Lowpower light elements with solar panels are to be incorporated.
11.2. A mandatory requirement for a sculptor, when drawing up a sketch and creating a
sculpture, is to provide an opportunity for the park's visitors to integrate into the sculpture
(for example, to sit down or to step up on a sculpture's element) thus becoming a part of
art work's story;
11.3. The artists themselves impregnate, paint, varnish etc. the sculpture.
12. Organizer’s provided materials for creating the Sculpture:
12.1. Wood logs: every artist will be provided with 1 to 3 wood logs 2,5m to 3.2m in length
and 0.4m to 0.7m in diameter (ensuring that at least one of the logs is minimum 3m in
length and 0,5m in diameter) for creating a sculpture or a group of sculptures (see Annex
3 of the Regulation);
12.2. Pre-order (must be indicated in the application form) of the following materials can be
made by each artist:
12.2.1. Up to 0.6 cubic metres of natural granite boulders, that is one stone of 1 meter in
diameter or respectively few smaller boulders (can be one smaller boulder);
12.2.2. Light elements with sun panels;
12.2.3. Various timber up to 6m in length - beams, boards;
12.2.4. Oils and paints;
12.2.5. Steel elements for sculpture assembly and installation.
13. Once the sculpture is successfully completed, it becomes a property of SIA "Rīgas meži" and
its author receives a royalty amounting to EUR 700.
I. Participant application procedure
14. Participants can apply and submit their ideas for the competition until the 28th of February
2017 to e-mail: inese.vikluka@riga.lv. Applications sent after deadline will not be considered.
15. The Competition Applicant applies by filling out and submitting the application form (Annex 1
of the Regulations) with attached following documents:
 CV (concise creative biography);
 Photography (colour, in JPG format, good resolution - for promotion materials);
 Competition sculpture sketch, clearly reflecting the visual appearance and intended idea with
incorporated accent lighting or natural granite boulders and possibility for visitors to integrate
into the sculpture. Approximate dimensions, title and author must be indicated in sculpture's
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sketch. Sketches must be submitted in JPG format, in good quality (resolution). Sketches may
be used for promotional materials.
 Photos of 3 previously created wooden sculptures, in JPG format, in good quality
(resolution). Photographies may be used for promotional materials.
 If other technical materials are needed, apart from those indicated in the Regulations, they
must be specified in detail in the application form (organisers will consider a possibility to
provide them).
II. Transportation costs
16. Organiser covers travel costs for artists, invited for phase II of the Festival, until the place of
Festival, including processing of visas and travel expenses in their actual amount for foreign
artists, limited to the following expense ceiling per one creator of the selected sketch:
16.1. Visas - according to the pricelist of its issuer;
16.2. Travel costs – transport ticket or fuel costs according to a participant's country of
living:
 For Persons living in Latvia - up to EUR 50.
 For Persons living in Lithuania, Estonia - up to EUR 75.
 For Persons living in Russia (European part), Ukraine, Belarus – up to EUR 250:
 For Persons living in other countries (Asian part) - up to EUR 500.
17. The participant must show evidence of expenses by presenting the original copy of
transportation ticket and fuel cheques.
18. Organisers ensure transfer of participants from/to Riga Railway Terminal, Riga Bus Terminal
or Riga Airport.
III.Work conditions, accommodation, safety
19. Participants will be accommodated in economy class hotel, double rooms, from May 9 to
morning of May 21. Catering will be provided three times a day from evening of May 9 to
morning of May 21. Soft drinks, tea and coffee will be provided at the place of work.
20. Creation of wooden sculptures will take place in nature, Green Theatre of the culture and
recreation park "Mežaparks" in Riga. Working hours from 9 AM to 7 PM, all works must be
completed until 7 PM of May 19. Technical staff and technology will be available every day
from 9 AM to 4.30 PM. Organisers reserve a right to change the daily agenda of the Festival
due to weather by consulting previously with the Festival participants.
21. Artists must provide by themselves:
21.1. Tools necessary for creation of the Festival work;
21.2. Work clothes and personal protection means (gloves, respirators, safety goggles,
hearing protection devices).
22. Sculptures are created in publicly available area, which means that park's visitors will be
allowed to observe the entire sculpture creation process.
23. Organisers provide the following tools of common use (available on the spot in limited
amount):
 1 fuel-powered saw with 63 cm long bar;
 Fuel-powered saw for artists arriving with a plane;
 Fuel, motor oil and sawchain oil for motor-saws;
 Powerdrill with drill bits up to 40 mm in diameter;
 MMA (electrode) welding equipment;
 1 compressor with air nozzle and paint gun;
 Electrical perforator for stone drilling with drill bits up to 30 mm in diameter;
 Angle grinder with diamond blades with 125 mm and 230 mm disc diameter, for stone
processing.
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 Lift device and crane for moving art pieces. Lift equipment will not be available on a
permanent basis therefore the participants will have to inform organisers about such necessity
in advance.
24. Organisers provide the following devices and aids: power connection (220V) at each place of
work, halogen lamps for illuminating work places and wooden pallets. If additional pallets,
object supports or other, including technical, aids are necessary, it must be specified in detail in
the application form.
25. Participants will be briefed into labour safety. Each participant undertakes responsibility for
personal safety and safety of his or her sculpture and other participants.
26. In order to take care of visitors' safety, artists' place of work will be fenced.
27. The idea can be corrected or supplemented during the Festival according to available timber
and exhibition place by previously coordinating the changes with the Organizer. If due to any
reason, for example, unsuitable weather, the artist wishes to cancel the submitted sketch or to
change the visual appearance of a sculpture, it must be coordinated with the Organizer and can
proceed only after the latter has accepted the changes. In case of non-coordinated changes the
Organizer reserves a right not to cover travel expenses and not to pay a royalty.

IV. Copyright
28. All sculptures created during the Festival shall remain the property of the organizers. The
royalty paid by the Organizer include the ownership of the created artwork, unlimited rights to
display the artwork in public spaces, as well as to use any images of the artwork and video
material without permission in mass media and marketing materials.
29. The authors of the wooden sculptures reserve the rights to use photos of their artworks and
video materials for their artistic representation.
V. Festival Schedule
Tuesday

May 9

Wednesday
Thursday

May 10
May 11

Till 3:00 PM – arrival at hotel;
5:00 PM – meeting near the main entrance of Riga Zoo (transfer
from the hotel to the Zoo will be ensured); an excursion through the
“Mežaparks”.
8:00 PM – dinner, acquaintance, technical briefing.
Work on the sculpture.
Work on the sculpture.

Friday
Saturday

May 12
May 13

Work on the sculpture.
Work on the sculpture.

Sunday

May 14

Work on the sculpture.

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

May 15
May 16
May 17

Work on the sculpture.
Work on the sculpture.
Work on the sculpture.

Thursday

May 18

Work on the sculpture.

Friday
Saturday
Sunday

May 19
May 20
May 21

Work on the sculpture.
Festival closing event.
Departures.
I.

Organizers of the Festival
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30. The Festival is organized by SIA “Rīgas meži”. The Organizational Representative: Inese
Vikļuka, e-pmail: inese.vikluka@riga.lv, mob. phone.: +371 29378216
31. The Artistic Director of the Festival: Kārlis Īle, e-mail: karlisile@inbox.lv, mob. phone.: +371
29252270
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Annex 1
APPLICATION FORM
International wooden sculpture festival
Cultural and recreation park “Mežaparks”, Riga, Latvia
Participants can apply and submit their ideas for the competition until the 28th of February
2017 to e-mail: inese.vikluka@riga.lv. Applications sent after deadline will not be considered.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Application Form;
CV (concise creative biography);
Photography (colour, in JPG format, good resolution - for promotion materials);
Competition sculpture sketch, clearly reflecting the visual appearance and intended idea with
incorporated accent lighting or natural granite boulders and possibility for visitors to integrate
into the sculpture. Approximate dimensions, title and author must be indicated in sculpture's
sketch. Sketches must be submitted in JPG format, in good quality (resolution). Sketches may
be used for promotional materials.
5. Photos of 3 previously created wooden sculptures, in JPG format, in good quality
(resolution). Photographies may be used for promotional materials.
6. If other technical materials are needed, apart from those indicated in the Regulations, they
must be specified in detail in the application form (organizers will consider a possibility to
provide them).
Name, Surname
Date of birth
Represented country
Passport or ID card number,
Issue date, Place of issue and
Expiration date
Personal identity number
Living address: street, city,
postcode
Mobile phone
e-mail
Title of Sculpture
Description of the sculpture
idea (within 10 sentences)
Technical materials needed
for creating sculpture
Eating habits (vegetarian,
vegan, etc.)
Person whom we should
contact in case of emergency

Confirming your participation, you also confirm that you are fully aware and agree with the contents
of the Regulations.
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Annex 2
Information about Culture and Recreation park “Mežaparks”
"Mežaparks" has been the green heart of Riga for more than one century as the park
celebrated its 115th anniversary last year. This place, which is very important for residents of Riga,
had earlier hosted the King of Sweden, Gustav Adolf. That was a reason why Mežaparks was called
Kaiserwald (the King's Forest) until the beginning of the 20th century. The name was coined after the
king Gustav II Adolf with his army approached Riga in 1621 and arranged a settlement in the northern
part of current Mežaparks. In the beginning of the 20th century Kaiserwald was renamed as
Mežaparks.
Since ancient times the vicinity of Mežaparks has been known as popular place for residents'
recreation and walks. In 1901 Riga City Board of Governors, celebrating the 700th anniversary of
Riga, gave a present to Riga residents - a decision to create city's largest park in this territory - a place
to take rest, do sports, entertainment and recreate. Project elaboration was entrusted to a famous
landscape architect, the director of Riga city gardens, Georg Kuphald, who was the actual author of
this idea. He had won society's admiration by creating a garden for Russian tsar Nikolas II and many
parks in Caucasus, Crimea, Revel and Riga.
Kuphald's offered layout concept of Mežaparks was based on a trend, which was popular at that
time across Europe, to create garden cities as an alternative for densely constructed overpopulated
industrial cities like Riga back then. The layout was created with a respect towards natural values of
the surrounding environment - dune topography, pine forest and closeness of the Lake Ķīšezers. The
park was intended as harmonious combination of city park and natural forest landscape, offering city
residents a possibility to take a rest from urban environment and spend some time in wild nature, not
far away from the city centre.
Since ancient times “Mežaparks” attracts nature and carefree recreation lovers, as well as
sportsmen and those who maintain active and healthy lifestyle. “Mežaparks” was an inspiration source
for many artists and writers. After a long working day people like to spend time in “Mežaparks”
relaxing with their families in nature.
Place for culture and art events
“Mežaparks” always was a venue for different culture and art events. The Summer Festival, the
1st of May Festival, the Children Festival, the Midsummer Festival and many other events were
celebrated and took place in the beginning of previous century. Various associations and organisations
have organised wide mass events here.
One of the first most important educative, entertainment and culture objects in the park's
territory was the first Zoo in Northern Europe, which is still very popular and loved. During the Soviet
period the park experienced renaissance as several large recreation objects - cinema "Uzvara",
Children playground, Children railway, ferris wheel - were built, the Green Theatre open-air stage was
reconstructed and dance pavilion was built, ice rink with speed-skating track, parachute jumpers' tower
were arranged and the most important object - the Grand Stage was set up in 1955. The Song Festival
takes place on "Mežaparks" Grand Stage every four years. Latvians call the stage as the "Mecca of
Latvian choir singers". This is the place where our nation has felt its deepest unity and power. Fifteen
General Latvian Song and Dance Festivals, several Riga City and Student Song Festivals, Pupils' Song
Festivals and two years ago - World Choir Games - have been staged on the Grand Stage.
One must definitely mention the National Achievement Exhibition of Soviet Latvia, which was
arranged in the Grand Stage premises and was available until restoration of independence. Here one
could look at the best things that were manufactured in our Republic yet were not available at shops.
This is also the place where the events of great importance for the nation have occurred - in
1988 the Grand Stage of "Mežaparks" gathered more than 120,000 people under the red-white-red
flags in national manifestation "On lawful state in Latvia", becoming a major step towards restoration
of Latvia's independence.
In 1993 the Holy Mass in the Grand Stage was held by Roman Pope John Paul II. It was the
first case in the history of Latvia when the greatest authority of Catholic Church visited our country.
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Also today, large mass events are held in the park, for instance, Easter festivities, Summer
Season Opening, Healthy Lifestyle Day, open air concerts, the International Child Protection Day
festivities. Always well attended are pop artists’ concerts, which are performed by such world stars
like Lady Gaga, Andrea Bocelli, Bryan Adams, "Pet Shop Boys", "Scorpions", "a-ha", "The Killers"
and "Kings of Leon" .
One of favorite places is the Green Theatre which in the summer attracts thousands of people
who love open air performances.
Every year there are more than 150 different events held in “Mežaparks”. Those events give
citizens an opportunity to spend meaningful and quality time with their families.
Sports and sportive activities
"Mežaparks" can boast with the first car track in Latvia. Motorcycle competitions also took
place here later. It continued until Biķernieki track was built. Such publicly known competitions as
"Dzintara Volga" (Amber Volga), "Zelta mopēds" (Golden Moped) have taken place here. Cycling
clubs and orienteering activists also preferred "Mežaparks" for organising their competitions.
The Lake Ķīšezers has been a place for international sailing competitions since 1870. This is
also a perfect place for ice yachting. It must be mentioned that during previous century it hosted two
largest yacht clubs of Riga, namely Riga and Vidzeme yacht clubs. Currently it is a home for "Latvian
Children and Youth Sailing Base".
One of the first sports club in Latvia – “Keiserwald” – was established in “Mežaparks”,
because of its perfect location on the shore of the Lake of Ķīšezers surrounded by forest.
During the first Free State of Latvia and during Soviet times the Lake of Ķīšezers was one of
the most popular beaches of Riga and it had specially arranged dressing rooms.
"Mežaparks" ice rink with a speed-skating track was an important object during the Soviet
reign. Our Olympic champion in speed skating, Lāsma Kauniste, has trained here.
In all times “Mežaparks” was a venue for sports events, competition and training. Park visitors
are used to jog, ski and exercise here. In recent years very popular became Nordic walking and
rollerblading.
During last seven years the largest charity marathon “Nike Riga Run” gathers more than 7000
of people every year at the “Mežaparks”. The second large marathon which is held in “Mežaparks” is
1st in Latvia Women marathon.
During the winter season, winter recreation centre Riga Snow Park is opened in the territory of
the Grand Stage. It offers the possibilities of skiing, skating and snowtubing in special tracks. The
children especially enjoy the Riga Snow Park.
“Mežaparks” is also known by its BMX Circuit. Currently, it is the largest BMX circuit in
Latvia. Every year the circuit hosts many international BMX competitions.
“Mežaparks” is very popular among citizens who love sports activities. It is possible to rent
bicycles, roller blades and other sports gear in “Mežaparks” rental points. In winter, skiing trails are
groomed in the park, for the use of cross-country skiing needs.
Nature values
Today "Mežaparks" is one of the most beautiful green parks of Riga with sun, wind, hundred
year old pines, sandy dunes and blue surface of the Lake Ķīšezers as the main nature values of the
park. Our park is larger and greener than the Central Park of the New York City. There are almost 200
secular trees - 200 hundred and more years old pines - growing in the park's territory. Oaks, lime-trees
and other tree varieties, planted by people, also grow in the natural pine wood. "Mezaparks" can be
proud of its rich flora. More than 250 plant species can be found here.
The sweet-scented butterfly orchid growing side by side with wild orchid stands, raspberries,
cowberries, blackberries and several medical plants that usually grow in forest please the eyes and
senses of the visitors. To the delight of mushrooms pickers, in autumn many mushrooms can be found
here.
While walking around “Mežaparks”, squirrels sometimes can be encountered. Foxes,
hedgehogs and roe deer live in the park, and even moose and wild boars sometimes wander in there. It
is hard to notice majority of wild animals, because they are more active in evenings, nights or early
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mornings. Bats also appear in the park in summer evenings after the sunset. "Mežaparks" is a home for
several bird species and, as you stroll along the park, you can hear owl, hawk, thrush and jay sounds
with the woodpecker as the most active one. On the shore of Ķīšezers Lake, swans and mallards are
encountered, and feeding those birds is a popular attraction for the park visitors.
The cultural and recreation park “Mežaparks” is a green heart of Riga and a sign of
identification, a unique recreational facility during all four seasons of the year for a healthy lifestyle
and meaningful leisure.
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The main objects of “Mežaparks”
The Grand Stage
The Grand Stage of “Mežaparks” is the largest and most recognizable cultural object of the park,
having a significance of state level. The Grand Stage is built in 1955, designed by architects V.
Shnitnikoff, G. Irbīte and K. Dannenhirša. Since 1955, the Grand Stage traditionally hosts All-Latvian
Song and Dance Festival. The Festival has been held since 1873, and it is considered an integral part
of Latvian national identity. In 2008, it was included in the UNESCO Representative List of the
Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity. The Song and Dance Festival is a traditional event of
Latvian culture, and normally it is held every five years.

Ķīšezers Lake and beach
“Mežaparks” is located on the shore of Ķīšezers Lake, the 10th largest lake in Latvia. Once, the waters
of the lake flew to Gauja River, but now they flow to Daugava River via the artificial Mīlgrāvis
Channel.
“Mežaparks” has a small lakeshore beach, with a café and boat pier. The beautiful scene of Ķīšezers
Lake can be enjoyed also by sitting at a rough wooden table in some picnic spot on the lakeshore.
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Green Theatre
The Green Theatre is located in the central part of “Mežaparks”. It was built in 1949, and hosted the
official park opening ceremony the same year. A small open-air stage also was built here, though it has
not survived till the present day. Festivals, meetings, theatre shows and sports events have been held
here. Also nowadays, the Green Theatre hosts concerts, theatre performances, sports activities and
corporate events.

Children’s Playground
In 2008, children’s playground was built in “Mežaparks”, the largest in Latvia at that time. It is
equipped with various attractions and is visited even by people from the most distant suburbs of Riga.
The total area of the Playground is 1.5 ha. It has seven functional zones and 40 different features for
games and active recreation. The Playground features can be used both by children of all ages and their
parents as well.
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Adventure park “Mežakaķis” (Wild Cat)
Since 2010, one of the most interesting places for activities in “Mežaparks” is adventure park
“Mežakaķis” (Wild Cat). The park is intended for the people of all ages, who like a healthy lifestyle
and outdoor life.
“Mežakaķis” offers an extremal and not-so-extremal walk among the trees on several meters high. It
has seven tracks with 78 obstacle elements to get over, by moving along ropes, steel wires, netting,
bridges of various constructions, swings, stairs and horizontal logs, and a 100-m-long free ride along
the wire in the end.

BMX Circuit of Riga in “Mežaparks”
In 2011, BMX Circuit of Riga was opened in “Mežaparks”. Currently, it is the largest BMX circuit in
Latvia. Experts have characterized it as one of the most advanced BMX circuits in the world. The
tracks of the circuit and its technical support meet the top requirements.
The designers of the circuit have successfully fitted it among the surrounding trees, thus saving the
forest environment. The circuit has hosted both local and international BMX competitions and the
events of BMX World Championships as well.
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Nordic walking
In 2011 two special Nordic walking routes 5 and 8 km long respectively have been marked out in
“Mežaparks” for the first time in Latvia. The Nordic walking sessions are often supervised by
experienced instructors and professional athletes. In winter grooves (tracks) are cut into the snow in
the “Mežaparks” that can be used by cross-country skiers.

UFOGolf Mežaparks
In 2013, UFOGolf “Mežaparks” was opened, the first disc golf course in Latvia. The disc golf is
similar to the real golf, and it is played by traversing the course and throwing flying discs into special
baskets. It is possible to play disc golf also in winter or at night, by attaching ribbons or LED diodes
to the discs. Comparing to the real golf, the disc golf is a very democratic game which can be played
by anyone regardless of age, physical condition or talents.
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Hill for Newlyweds
There is a place for romantic traditions in the northern part of “Mežaparks”, called the Hill for
Newlyweds. It has a garden of rhododendrons blooming every spring and symbolizing the ever-lasting
love of married people. Any romantic couple can add their rhododendron to the garden, following
preliminary application.
The Hill has other elements of Latvian wedding traditions as well. There is a small bridge for carrying
over the bride, stairs with nine steps and a bench for newlyweds. The newlyweds can also perform
another wedding ritual, by putting their stones into symbolic “riverbed of fate”.

Cafés, restaurants
There are many nice cafés and restaurants in “Mežaparks”. Some of them open their doors only in
summer. Family restaurant “Dabamamma” is located near the main entrance of the Riga Zoo. Café
“Elizabete” is located on the crossroad of Atpūtas alley and Ostas prospect. Several cafés are opened
during summertime on the Children’s playground and on the beach.
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Riga Snow Park
During the winter season, winter recreation centre Riga Snow Park is opened in the territory of the
Grand Stage. It offers the possibilities of skiing, skating and snowtubing in special tracks. The
complex is located within the fenced zone of the Grand Stage. Skiing and snowboarding training
school for children and adults is open. The complex offers a café and a possibility to rent all the
necessary gear.
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Annex 3
Part of wooden materials
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